Let's swim to the moon
Let's climb through the tide
Penetrate the evening
That the city sleeps to hide.
Let's swim out tonight, love
It's our turn to try
Parked beside the ocean on our moonlight drive.

Let's swim to the moon
Let's climb through the tide
Surrender to the waiting worlds
That lap against our side.
Nothing left open, and no time to decide
We've stepped into a river on our moonlight drive.

Let's swim to the moon
Let's climb through the tide
You reach a hand to hold me
But I can't be your guide
It's easy to love you as I watch you glide
We're falling through wet forests on our moonlight drive.
Come on baby gonna take a little ride
Goin' down by the oceanside
Gonna get real close, get real tight
Baby gonna drown tonight
Goin' down, down, down

—Jim Morrison
Hesiod distinguishes good days and evil days.

... not knowing that every day is like another.

—Heraclitus
Although it is better to hide our ignorance, this is hard to do when we relax over wine.

—Heraclitus
Storm is threatenin’
my very life today
If I don’t get some shelter
yes, I’m gonna fade away
—Jagger/Richards

Walt Hocker
... the divine earth broke into young, fresh grass, and into dewy clover, crocus and hyacinth so thick and soft it held the hard ground away.

Homer
You are to live and to learn to laugh. You are to learn to listen to the cursed radio music of life and to reverence the spirit behind it and to laugh at its distortions.

Hesse
Open your eyes
Use your head
Realize that
You’re not dead
Take a look
At an open book
Let it cook
That’s what I said
Do what you like

—Ginger Baker
Tim and Suzi Williams
Henry Williams
Tom Janota

Gayanne Babayan
Beverly Wykstra

Alan Dee
Who am I to be critical?
—William Burroughs
The Piazza Mandelli—A Spot of Sun

Summer’s Like That

Jan ‘Fingers’ Williams

The Military-Industrial Complex

The Fates

Chris Gardner, Itchy Rosenberg
Brecht Prevails in Festival Playhouse; Mother Courage Tromps Across Dalton Stage

Charles Siegel, J. Kline Hobbs

Tim House, Fritz Schwenk, Megan Rosenfeld, Becky Bloomquist

The Happy Family

Megan Rosenfeld
The Secret Of Gracious Living
Great praise is always lavished on great thinkers
Who think of books (but do not think of dinner)
In some old shack where even rats grow thinner—
I can't abide such solitary stinkers!
For simple living simply does not pay . . .

Brecht

Michael Youngfellow directed Mother Courage and
Three-Penny Opera, while Stefan Rudnicki did Cyrano
and Roxane, a Brechtian adaptation of the French clas-
ic.
Robert Lowell's *The Old Glory: My Kinsman, Major Molineux*  
*Benito Cereno*
CELEBRATION

KARL MALDEN
FOOTBALL IS ALWAYS A HIT
Lake Forest  36  Kalamazoo  15
Hope  0  Kalamazoo  31
Albion  28  Kalamazoo  3
Adrian  0  Kalamazoo  28
Olivet  3  Kalamazoo  57
Alma  21  Kalamazoo  0
Wayne State  13  Kalamazoo  18
Hiram  15  Kalamazoo  0

Paul Shapiro really won the election this year.

HOMECOMING BROUGHT A 28-0 VICTORY

Court Chris Halliday, Susan Wentle, Queen Barb Veenhoven, Pie Chambers, Paula Norman
Julie Berrema
Dave Beebe
Chris Bolles
Jim Booth
Tom Brayne

Chris Brasier
Sarah Breidenstein
Chris Cole
Constance Cooper
Jane Crumm

Maybeth Anderson, Beth Wietelmann,
Martha Schlake, Amy Graham
Linda Nelthorpe, Jane Adams

Dan Barstow, Fran Grimmer

Liv Bjerkvold, Joan Van Allsburg,
Connie McGivane, Chris Koeztner

Cari Bohn, Janet Katz
Lynda Jackson, Diana Vogelsong

Chris Bowman, Carol Haskin, Kelly Palmer

Conrad Hillberry
Elton Harms
Nelda Balch
Berne Jacobs
NOVEMBER
E. M. SERGEANT
FUEL CO.

542 E. Michigan Ave.
Fl 3-1363

HEATING OIL  COAL

Oakland Pharmacy, Inc.
“Pills and Things”
Free prescription delivery service
MICHIGAN AVE. AT ACADEMY ST.
Fl 9-1594
Fl 9-1595

FOR ALL YOUR INSURANCE NEEDS
SEE THE

JOHN KEYSER
AGENCY
425 W. Lovell St.
PHONE 381-3570
Since 1937

A Campus Custom that is
Always a Treat
To Visit the “Pharm”
PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS
"Where Good Friends Meet!"

Tom Sawyer’s

NEWS CENTER
BOOK RAFT

OPEN DAILY
10 AM-10 PM

NEW YORK TIMES SOLD HERE
ON SUNDAY

LOCATED NEXT TO THE
CAMPUS THEATER
CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Drama Center of Southwestern Michigan
HOME OF The Nationally Acclaimed KALAMAZOO CIVIC PLAYERS

Four Floors of Feminine Fashions
MAHONEY'S INC.
ON THE MALL/KALAMAZOO

CONTINENTAL LINEN SERVICES
KALAMAZOO LAUNDRY CO.
229 NORTH ROSE STREET • KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN 49006
Laundry  Drycleaning  Linen Suppliers

PHONE 851-428-2351

YOUR CAMPUS - SIDE BANK

- CHECKING SERVICE
- SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
- TRAVELERS CHECKS
- "DRIVE-IN" BANKING
- MONEY ORDERS
- SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES

Daily: 10:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.

We cordially invite you to drop in and get acquainted ... make this handy address your headquarters for banking needs . . .

Where you get more of what a bank is for...

INDUSTRIAL STATE BANK & TRUST COMPANY
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

BOWEN AGENCY, INC.
519 South Rose Street • Kalamazoo, Michigan 49007
Phone: Home Life 1-6629

BOND SUPPLY CO.
WHOLESALE

Plumbing, Heating, Mill and Industrial Supplies
Pipe—Valves—Fittings
Builders' Hardware

Telephone 524
Fi 2-0183 North Rose St.
Kalamazoo, Michigan

Extra Care Makes
LOCKSHORE FOODS
Extra Good

Lockshore FARMS INC.
Corner Park and Ransom Streets

Phone: 3-1291

Kalamazoo, Michigan
PLANNED PARENTHOOD
ASSOCIATION OF KALAMAZOO COUNTY
231 E. RANSOM ST.
Telephone 345-1197 or 349-9439

COMPLIMENTS
OF
GRINNEL’S MUSIC
216 WEST MICHIGAN AVE.

Free Planning Service
Interior Design — Furniture
Carpet — Draperies and Accessories

BUILDINGS OF CHARACTER & INTEGRITY FOR
Kalamazoo College
BY
Miller-Davis Company
KALAMAZOO — CHICAGO — MICHIGAN CITY

GENERAL CONTRACTORS SINCE 1909

FOUR BUILDINGS OF CHARACTER & INTEGRITY
FOR Kalamazoo College
BY
Miller-Davis Company
KALAMAZOO — CHICAGO — MICHIGAN CITY

GENERAL CONTRACTORS SINCE 1909
WHAT IS MEANT BY "CLARITY"?
In diamond grading clarity refers to the presence or absence of flaws and blemishes.
A diamond can be termed "flawless" only when no flaws are visible to a trained eye under 10 times magnification.

WHAT IS MEANT BY "COLOR"?
When you find crystal clarity absence of any color in the body of a diamond, it is usually of the finest quality. This is ideal color, not the flashes of rainbow colors called "fire." In general, the closer a diamond approaches the absolute absence of any color, the higher it is evaluated.

WHAT IS MEANT BY "CUTTING"?
Gem cutting is an art. Sometimes a diamond, properly cut, will give a moon-like effect, while at other times it may look glassy. The skilled cutter knows that the best effect is obtained by the proper cutting and polishing of a diamond's facets in order to allow the light to be reflected in the proper way. If a diamond is not cut to the correct proportions, it will lose its brilliancy and fire.

SUPPRESSION IS PERVERSION
Love is love is good whether between man and man, man and woman, or woman and woman. Love is dynamic and creative and constructive. Why should love be stymied for anyone? Homosexuals have much to offer to society if given the chance. Support or join MATTACHINE MIDWEST, Box 924, Chicago, Ill., 60690, or any Gay Liberation Group.

COMPLIMENTS OF
SCHWARZ'S CHALET
815 WEST MICHIGAN

OAKLEY & OLDFIELD, INC.
A Complete Fuel and Heating Service for Better Living
329 S. Pitcher
Kalamazoo, Michigan
Everybody has been burned before
Everybody Knows the pain